YOUR 3-DAY PERFECT STAY

THURSDAY
- Check-in
- Explore resort and the luxury accommodations

FRIDAY
- Relax at the spa at La Costa with innovative rejuvenating experiences; national headquarters for Dr. Deepak Chopra Wellness Center
- Golf at one of the two 18-hole legendary courses, The Champions Course or The Legends Course
- Tennis at the Cliff Drysdale Tennis facility with a variety of activities for any juniors of every skill level and age
- Splash Landing and Kidtopia — pools and recreation areas for kids of all ages along with a 600-gallon aquarium filled with exotic fish
- Funtopia — family poolside party
- Dinner at one of the six different dining options on property

SATURDAY
- Explore San Diego
- Unwind and relax with a sunset cocktail in the Edge Adult Pool
- Finish out the night with a s’more by one of the many fire pits on the Omni La Costa property